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ABSTRACT

Wulandari, Fransiska Selvy. 2016. The Use of Singapore Colloquial English
Discourse Particles in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2.Yogyakarta: Sanata Dharma
University.
Singapore Colloquial English (SCE) is one of English variety, which
exists in Singapore. SCE has its own rule in grammar, pronunciation, and
vocabulary. Moreover, SCE also has discourse particles as the influence from
Singapore‟s first language, such as meh, hor, lah, hah, ah, nah, leh, ma, what, lor,
and ya. Discourse particles can be found in the movie, as the representation of
people‟s life. People usually implement their behavior into a movie. There is also
a case in which speaker uses the discourse particles in the conversation.
This research analyses the discourse particles in two Singaporean movies
entitled Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2. In this research, the researcher focuses on
analysing the discourse particles ah and lah as they have the major occurrences in
the movies.There are two research questions to be answered, namely 1) What are
the types of discourse particles ah and lah as seen in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2?
and, 2) What are the functions of discourse particles ah and lah as seen in Ah Boys
to Men 1 and 2?
The method of this research was discourse analysis and qualitative
research. The main instrument was the researcher and some conversations in Ah
Boys to Men 1 and 2. Dealing with the data, the researcher used observation
checklist. In analysing the data, the researcher did counting and narrative analysis.
There were some steps in finishing this research, those were choosing the movie,
making the movie‟s transcript, listing the sentence which contains discourse
particles ah and lah, analysing the data and doing narrative analysis, and drawing
the conclusion.
The finding of the research shows that there were 100 discourse particles
ah, and 30 discourse particles lah in the Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2. The major type
of discourse particles ah and lah was the emphatic ah (34 occurrences), and
proporsitional lah (11 occurrences). Discourse particle ah has the function as the
syntactic role, and discourse particle lah has the function more often as the
syntactic role, rather than its pragmatic role.
Keywords: SCE, discourse particle ah, discourse particle lah, movie
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ABSTRAK

Wulandari, Fransiska Selvy. 2016. The Use of Singapore Colloquial English
Discourse Particles in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2.Yogyakarta: Sanata Dharma
University.
Singapore Colloquial English (SCE) adalah salah satu keragaman Bahasa
Inggris di Singapura. SCE memiliki kaidah tersendiri dalam tata bahasa,
pelafalan dan kosa kata. Terlebih lagi, SCE memiliki discourse particles sebagai
pengaruh dari bahasa ibu dari Singapura, seperti meh, hor, lah, hah, ah, nah, leh,
ma, what, lor, dan ya. Discourse particle dapat ditemui dalam film, sebagai
penggambaran
dari
kehidupan
manusia.
Manusia
biasanya
mengimplementasikan kebiasaan ke dalam film. Dalam film, terdapat pula tokoh
yang berkomunikasi menggunakan discourse particles dalam percakapan.
Penelitian ini menganalisa discourse particle dalam dua film Singapura
berjudul Ah Boys to Men 1 dan 2. Dalam penelitian ini, peneliti menganalisa
particle ah dan lah sebagai dua partikel yang tingkat kemunculannya paling
banyak dalam film.Terdapat dua rumusan masalah untuk dianalisa, yaitu 1)
Apakah tipe-tipe discourse particle ah dan lah yang terdapat dalam Ah Boys to
Men 1 dan 2? dan 2) Apakah fungsi dari discourse partices ah dan lah yang
terdapat dalam Ah Boys to Men 1 dan 2?
Metode yang digunakan adalah discourse analysis dan penelitian
kualitatif. Instrumen utama yang berperan dalam penelitian ini adalah peneliti
dan percakapan di film Ah Boys to Men 1 dan 2. Untuk mengolah data, peneliti
menggunakan observation checklist.Untuk menganalisa data, peneliti melakukan
penghitungan dan narrative analysis. Terdapat beberapa langkah dalam
menyelesaikan penelitian, diantaranya adalah pemilihan film, pembuatan
transkrip film, pendataan kalimat-kalimat yang mengandung discourse particles
ah dan lah, analisa data dan narrative analysis, dan pembuatan kesimpulan.
Dari penelitian ini, peneliti menemukan 100 partikel ah, dan 30 partikel
lah dalam film Ah Boys to Men 1 dan 2. Tipe yang sering muncul adalah emphatic
ah (34 kemunculan), dan proporsitional lah (11 kemunculan). Partikel ah lebih
sering memiliki fungsi sebagai audible comma partikel dan peran sintaksis,
sedangkan partikel lah lebih sering memiliki fungsi sebagai utterance-final
particle dan peran prakmatis.
Kata kunci: SCE, discourse particle ah, discourse particle lah, movie
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The introduction will be divided into six parts to introduce the background
information of this research. The parts are research background, research problem,
problem limitation, research objectives, research benefits, and definition of terms.

A. Research Background
English in Singapore is well known as Singlish, the abbreviation of
Singapore English. People often get a misunderstanding about the term Singlish.
Actually, Singlish is not a whole Singapore English, but it is a language variety in
Singapore. There are two varieties of English in Singapore; the first is Singapore
Standard English (SSE), which is similar to British English, as the Standard
English in Singapore. The second is Singapore Colloquial English (SCE) or
Singlish. In Singapore, English is the second language, while Mandarin, Chinese
dialects (Hokkien, Teochew, and Cantonese), Malay, and Tamil are the first
languages (Harada, 2009, p. 70).
The researcher is interested in this topic because Singapore English is
unique. It has many influences from its first languages and has its own rule in
grammar, pronunciation, and vocabulary. In this research, the researcher is
concerned on Singlish as the Singapore Colloquial English (SCE), the local or
colloquial variety of English in Singapore.

1
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SCE is considered as the „poor language‟, because of its rule in the
grammar. In SCE, the speaker does not maintain the grammar used, this language
variety is used to communicate with friends. Singaporean adds some discourse
particles when speaking in SCE such as meh, hor, lah, hah, ah, nah, leh, ma,
what, lor, and ya. Another variety of English in Singapore is Singapore Standard
English (SSE) which is adopted from Standard English (British English). Based
on Ling and Brown (2005), SSE does not differ in grammar and vocabulary from
Standard English but it is spoken with the Singaporean Accent (p. 12).
Singaporean accent is the accent used by Singaporean which sounds similar to the
accent when Singaporean speak using their first language.
SSE and SCE are diaglossic. Holmes (2008, p. 27) considers diglossia as
the condition in a community in which there are two language varieties. Those are
high (H) and low variety (L) which have differences in quality of the language.
The high (H) is termed as the superior, used in a formal situation, and spoken by
the educated. The low variety (L) is used in an informal situation and daily
conversation to show solidarity. However, the L-variety is used by both educated
and uneducated people in daily communication. H variety is used to show
formality. In Gupta‟s model (2001), SSE is H, and SCE is L (as cited in
Leimgruber, 2009). SSE is the Standard English that becomes the criterion of
every English variety makes SSE has the H-variety, and SCE is the local English,
which has its own criterion in grammar, makes SCE has the L-variety.
In daily communication, people tend to speak informally to their friends or
relatives using the low variety (L). When people speak in the formal situation,
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they will change their conversation into the higher variety of language (H). This H
variety is used in formal contexts and contradictory with L variety. While Gupta
(2001) does not assume that everyone speaks H, the variation has the function to
switch between H and L. People have their own language choices. There are many
possibilities why people choose H or L variety. It can be the context, intimacy, or
language choice. Table 1.1 below shows the language choice of Singaporean
based on Harada‟s survey in 2003 (as cited in Harada, 2009, p. 74).
Table 1.1 Language Choices between SSE and SCE
Interlocutor
Friends
Family members
Salesclerks
Malaysians
Boss
Teachers
Government officials
American or British
Japanese or Korean

SSE
32%
47%
77%
79%
93%
100%
100%
100%
100%

SCE
68%
53%
23%
21%
7%
0%
0%
0%
0%

In Singapore, the Standard English refers to British. Based on the history,
Singapore was the British colony for 140 years. There were many factors why
English spread in Singapore. Based on Ling and Brown (2005, p. 20-25), those
factors are the enhancement factors of English communication in government
services, harbors, commercial companies and banks. In addition, English is
facilitated by the existence of English-medium schools. Those factors make
English has its own position in Singapore. The high need of English in several
important places make people need English to communicate.
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Discourse particle is one of the unique features in SCE. Some also call
discourse particle as a pragmatic particle. Ling and Deterding (2003) call
discourse particle as a utterance-final particle or audible comma particle. It is
because discourse particle sometimes occurs at the end of the sentence as
utterance-final particle, and in some other cases discourse particles occur in the
middle of the sentence as audible comma particle. Lim (2007, p. 446) points out
that, discourse particles are the influences of Bazaar Malay, Hokkien, and
Cantonese. In an earlier age, Bazaar Malay and Hokkien contributed the particles
lah, ah and what, and in the later age, Cantonese contributed lor, hor, leh, meh
and ma. Those discourse particles have their own meanings and functions.
This research uses movies entitled Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2 as the object of
the research. The researcher chooses Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2 because this movie
uses English as the major language, compared with other Singaporean movies
which use Singaporean first language as the major language. Ah Boys to Man 1
and 2 tell the story about National Service (NS) in Singapore. In that movie, the
main actor is Ken, a spoiled boy who is going to face his NS. The story also tells
about Ken‟s life in his basic military training in NS. The setting of the movie are
some places in Singapore including Ken‟s house, Hospital, and Tekong military
camp. In the military camp, Ken has some friends in his section bunk, they are
Lobang, Aloysius Jin, IP Man, Tan, Ismail, Muthu, and many more. They come
from the same section bunk namely „section two‟. In the military camp, NS
recruits are guided by Platoon Sergeant. „Section two‟ has Sergeant Ong and
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Sergeant Heng as their platoon sergeants. The more detailed movie description
can be seen in Appendix A.
The difference between this study with other studies about Singapore
English is this study uses a movie as the object. In the movie, the conversation is
based on the script, and not natural. However, in this research, the researcher
wants to give some examples of Singaporean using the discourse particle in their
conversation through the discussion of this research.

B. Research Problems
Based on the background above, the problems are formulated as follows.
1.

What are the types of discourse particles ah and lah as seen in Ah Boys to
Men 1 and 2?

2.

What are the functions of discourse particles ah and lah as seen in Ah Boys to
Men 1 and 2?

C. Problem Limitation
This research is limited to find out the types and functions of discourse
particles ah and lah in the movies. The researcher focuses on discourse particles
ah and lah because those two particles have the major occurrence in Ah Boys to
Men 1 and 2. Moreover, based on Lay (2005, p. 36), particle ah and lah has the
highest frequency in the spoken categories in ICE-SIN (International Corpus of
English-Singapore) compared with the other discourse particles. The researcher
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uses Singaporean movies entitled Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2 as the object of the
research.

D. Research Objectives
The objectives of the study are described as follows.
1. to identify the types of discourse particles ah and lah as seen in Ah Boys to
Men 1 and 2.
2. to identify the functions of discourse particles ah and lah as seen in Ah Boys
to Men 1 and 2.

E. Research Benefits
The researcher hopes that this research can be beneficial for those who
learn and teach English. Moreover, it is also useful for those who conduct a
research about Singapore English.
1.

English Learner and English Educator
This research is expected to enrich the English learner‟s and English

educator‟s knowledge about the variety of English Language, which exists in
some countries, especially Singapore English as the second and national language
in Singapore. There are some unique characteristics of Singapore English, which
can enrich English learners‟ and educator‟s knowledge. Moreover, Singapore
Colloquial English (SCE) speaker does not maintain the grammar used. It could
train the awareness of English learners in checking SCE‟s grammatical errors.
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2.

Future Researcher
The researcher hopes that this study will be a good reference for those who

conduct research about Singapore English. This topic has very wide range, which
is interesting to explore. This research is expected to enrich the existing research
about Singaporean English.

F. Definition of Terms
In order to support this research, there are some definitions of terms. Those
are provided to make the reader familiar with the terms.
1.

Standard English (StdE)
Crystal (1995) states that “Standard English brings the huge understanding

among people, especially from its vocabulary, grammar, and orthography” (as
cited in Brown and Ling, 2005). The Standard English is used by English
Learners as the criteria of every English variety. Richards (1985, as cited in
Brown and Ling, 2005) draw three criteria for Standard English. those are used in
media and literature, described in dictionaries and grammars, and taught at
schools and taught to non-native speakers who learn the native language.
There are two Standard English which is used by people in the world,
namely American and British English. From the origin and history, Singapore was
the colony of Britain for 140 years. Therefore, Singapore refers to British English
as the Standard English.
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2. Singapore Colloquial English (SCE) / Singlish
English Language in Singapore exists as the national and second language.
There are two varieties of Singapore English, Singapore Standard English (SSE)
and Singapore Colloquial English (SCE) or Singlish. Ling (2005) says that SSE is
the Standard English that is used by the Singaporean for the formal purposes of
education, media, and law. While SCE, or commonly called by Singlish, is the
local brand of English that usually refers to „poor English‟ or „poor language‟
(Brown and Ling, 2005). In SCE, the speaker does not maintain the grammar
used, so it is called as „poor language‟. However, the speaker adds some discourse
particles in the end of the sentence, such as „lah‟, „ah‟ (Brown and Ling, 2005, p.
91).
3.

Discourse Particles
Singapore Colloquial English (SCE), the variety of English Spoken in

Singapore, has some features. One of them is the use of „discourse particle‟ by its
speaker such as meh, hor, lah, hah, ah, nah, leh, ma, what, lor and ya. Discourse
particles used as the affix in a sentence. Singaporean uses discourse particle as
their language choice. Gupta (1992) as cited in Leimgruber (2009, p. 54) states
that “The category covers a range of monosyllabic items used to convey the
speaker‟s attitude or mood, to establish solidarity, or to emphasize the
obviousness of a statement.”
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter is divided into two parts, which are theoretical description
and theoretical framework. The first part, theoretical description, discusses all
theories that are relevant to the research. The second part is theoretical
framework. In this part, all major theories are summarized and synergized to help
the researcher finds the answers to the two research questions.

A. Theoretical Description
This part is divided into four parts. The first is Singapore Colloquial
English (SCE), which covers about its definition in detail. The second is Standard
English. The third is discourse particles and the last is review of the related
research.

1.

Singapore Colloquial English (SCE)
Ling and Brown (2005) state that SCE, or commonly called by Singlish, is

the local brand of English in Singapore which is merely used by educated and
uneducated Singaporean in everyday conversation. Brown and Ling (2005, p.12)
point out that SCE or Singlish is the informal, colloquial variety of English in
Singapore with its own unique linguistic features. It is used by either those who
have limited proficiency in the language or proficient speakers who choose to use
it for informal purposes. Besides, SCE is the non-standard variety of

9
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English in Singapore. It does not conform the rules of grammar found in Standard
English and „It has its own system of rules‟ (p.12).
In SCE, the speaker does not maintain the grammar used. Based on
Qizhong (2009, p. 17-18), he mentions that there are seven typical features of
SCE. The first is the use of discourse particles. SCE speakers use discourse
particle as their language choice when speaking using SCE. “Marry was the one
who did it meh?” could be interpreted as “Was Mary the one who did it?” in
Standard English. The second is the existence of copula deletion in SCE. The SCE
speakers tend to omit „to be‟ in their sentence. They tend to say “The coffee house
very far” instead of “The coffee house is very far”. Besides copula deletion, object
and subject deletion (pro-drop) also exist in SCE. “Every year, Ø (subject
deletion) must buy Ø (object deletion) for Chinese New Year.” In Standard
English, it could be performed into a complete sentence, “Every year, we must buy
some new clothes for Chinese New Year.”
The fourth is the lack of tense on the verb. SCE speakers omit the tense
usage in their words. They prefer to say “She eat here yesterday” instead of “She
ate here yesterday”.The fifth is the use of aspectual markers. The most common
aspectual markers are the use of „already‟ to replace „have‟. For example, “My
grandfather pass away already”. SCE speakers tend to use „already‟ instead of
tenses usage. In Standard English, tenses usage could be used to make the
sentence clear. “My grandfather has passed away.”
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Six, SCE speaker also make some errors in delivering the tag question.
Based on Qizhong (2009, p. 18), SCE speakers tend to say, “She never teach you
how to swim, is it?” instead of “She didn’t teach you how to swim, didn’t she?”.
Present tense becomes the favorite of SCE speaker in delivering their sentence.
The last, SCE speakers tend to say, “How many got arrested”, in a passive
sentence instead of “How many people were arrested”. In the passive sentence,
„got‟ can be used only if it is followed by adjectives.

2.

Standard English
Standard English is the English variety which is used as the standard of

English worldwide. Singapore refers to British English as its Standard English.
Chrystal (1995, p. 110) as cited in Ling and Brown (2005, p. 11) describes that
Standard English is identified by its vocabulary, grammar, and orthography,
which brings the most prestige and most widely understood language. Standard
English has its own rule to be followed by the English learner and English
speaker; it has correct grammar and pronunciation.

3.

Discourse Particles
One of the special features from Singapore Colloquial English (SCE) is

discourse particles. There are eleven discourse particles, such as meh, hor, lah,
hah, ah, nah, leh, ma, what, lor and ya. Based on Hons (2005, p. 35), and Lim
(2007, as cited in Leimgruber, 2011), discourse particles are mostly borrowed
from Cantonese and Hokkien. Besides, it is also used widely in SCE, Malay, and
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Mandarin, which are the informal varieties of language in Singapore (Lay, 2005,
p. 35).
Gupta (1992), as cited by Ling and Deterding (2003, p. 59), concludes that
there are eleven pragmatic particles in Singapore English. She divides it into three
scales of assertiveness groups: contradictory (ma, what), assertive (meh, ge, leh,
na, lah, lor), and tentative (hor, hah, ah). In other words, ah as the tentative
particle merely has the function to assume and suggest. Thus, lah as the assertive
particles seeks the addressee's attention, agreement, and cooperation.
Table 2.1 Meaning of Discourse Particles (Leimgruber, 2011)
Particle
Meh
Hor
Lah
Hah
Ah
Nah
Leh
Ma
What
Lor
Ya

Meaning
Indicate skepticism
Attempts to garner support for a proposition
Mood marker appeals for accommodation
Question marker
Tentative meaning, continuation marker
Marks a tentative suggestion/ request
Marks information as obvious
Marks obviousness and contradiction
Indicates obviousness and contradiction
Conveys (weak) emphasis and uncontroversial

In this research, the researcher focused only on discourse particles ah and
lah. Those two discourse particles have the highest occurrence in Ah Boys to Men
1 and 2. Moreover, based on Lay (2005, p. 36), particle ah and lah has the highest
frequency in the spoken categories in ICE-SIN (International Corpus of EnglishSingapore) compared with the other discourse particles.
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a.

Type of Discourse Particle ah
Gupta (1992), as cited by Lay (2005, p. 83), mentions that ah is used more

often than the other particles in SCE. Wong (2004) as cited in Lay (2005, p. 83)
identifies several types of discourse particles ah in SCE, namely perlocutionary
ah, vocative ah, emphatic ah and question marker ah. Those types of discourse
particle ah have their own role to differentiate each usage.
1). Perlocutionary ah
Crystal (1991) states that perlocutionary refers to “an act which is
performed when an utterance achieves a particular effect on the behavior, beliefs,
feelings, etc., of a listener.” Examples of perlocutionary acts include utterances
which frighten, insult, ridicule, sympathize, persuade, etc. “A distinction may be
made between the intended and the actual perlocutionary effect of an utterance”
(Crystal, 1991). Moreover, Searle (1974) also mentions that perlocutionary act
presents the act of affecting people, which will give the effect to the listener. The
perlocutionary ah can be attached to:
a)

Interrogative ah
Interrogative ah occurs when it is placed in an interrogative sentence. It

could be yes/no question or wh-question. The interrogative ah is aimed to
strengthen the interrogative sentence. As the example:
(1). what are you waiting for ah?
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The characteristic of interrogative ah itself is the occurrence of rising tone
when the speaker is pronouncing particle ah. An interrogative sentence uses the
question mark as the punctuation mark at the end of the sentence.
b)

Declarative ah
Declarative ah is aimed to strengthen the declarative sentence. It usually

occurs at the end of the declarative sentence. Meanwhile, declarative sentence is
used to declare, explain or clarify something that is understood by the speaker.
(2). I borrow your bag ah.
From the example above, the speaker declares his desire to borrow the
addressee‟s bag. The declarative ah occurs after the speaker declares something
(his desire).
c)

Imperative ah
Imperative ah occurs in a sentence, which is formed as the imperative

sentence. There is no certain tone in marking the discourse particle ah as the
imperative ah. An imperative sentence is a sentence to give orders. Therefore,
imperative ah is used to strengthen the imperative sentence. It could emphasize
the command in the sentence that makes the speaker has more power. Besides, the
addressee could get the clearer command or order.
(3). Take care ah
The example above is not merely the command to do something
immediately, but a message in the form of order or command for the addressee to
take care of himself.
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2). Vocative ah
Vocative ah is the simple one. It is used to strengthen the speaker‟s
attitude toward the addressee. It usually appears after the addressee‟s name.
(4). Amy ah.
As the example, a boy named Bob, he walks in J-walk and he sees a
person, who is familiar to him. He is surprised when meeting that person in that
moment and place. Then, Bob greets that person “Amy ah.” Bob‟s greeting
sounds like an amazement of meeting Amy in J-walk in that certain moment. Bob
also wants to make sure that she is a real Amy that he knew before. “Amy ah” is
like the English “Hey, Amy”.
3). Emphatic ah
Emphatic ah is discourse particle ah which has the function to make the
sentence seems to be said in a strong way and without any doubt. Emphatic ah is
rather similar to declarative ah. Thus, the declarative ah is used to declare or
explain something, but the emphatic ah is used to emphasize the sentence to be
stronger.
Emphatic ah can be used to reveal a fact that should be remembered by the
addressee because that fact is considered as important. As the example:
(5). “The keys ah, I put here” (Wong 2001, p. 15 as cited in Lay, 2005).
The speaker wants to emphasize that he puts the keys in a certain place. He
asks the addressee to memorize the place, so when the addressee wants to use the
key, she knows where it is located. The use of emphatic ah in the example above
is meant to emphasize the important information.
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Another example is from Gupta (1992, p. 52) which is cited by Lay
(2005). The second example below shows that the speaker emphasizes the certain
object is very nice.
(6). “That one ah, very nice”.
4). Question marker ah
Question marker ah is similar to interrogative ah, which occurs in the
interrogative sentence. Thus, the differentiation is in the tone of the discourse
particle ah. Interrogative ah uses rising tone, but in question marker ah uses low
tone. Therefore, the differentiation is in the tone when the speaker is pronouncing
ah.
(7). Are you worried ah?
b. Type of Discourse Particle Lah
According to Platt (1987), as cited in Leimgruber (2009), discourse
particle lah is used among the speakers when the matter discussed is known by the
addressee. Besides, „the information is assumed to be new; of which the speaker is
certain‟ (Platt 1987). It means that discourse particle could be used to mark
certainty among the speakers. As the example, people talk about the eruption of
Merapi Mountain. Everybody knows about that natural disaster. However, one of
the speakers just gets the newest news that the mist goes to the south. When
people talk about something that is considered as familiar, the communication can
increase the unity among the speakers.Wong (2004) as cited in Lay (2005, p. 247)
identifies some types of lah as follows:
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1). Impositional lah
According to Wong (2004, p. 765), as cited in Lay (2005, p. 274),
impositional lah is pronounced with low tone. The purpose of impositional lah is
to force or expect an idea or premise to the addressee. It could be underlined that
impositional lah tries to modify the addressee‟s action (p. 274). It means that
impositional lah gives a new perspective to make the addressee thinks twice and
changes their action or idea. The speaker also wants the addressee to think similar
to what the speaker thought. Although the speaker forces and expects, particle ah
uses low tone. It is used to smoothen the „idea impose‟ to the addressee.
Here are some „explication‟ of the discourse particle lah from Wong
(2004) as cited in Lay (2005, p. 274):
I think something now
I think you don‟t like this
I don‟t want this
I want you to think like this
I think if I say something, you can think like this
I say it now

The example in (8) below, shows that the speaker, sabotage the
addressee‟s action. The speaker‟s sentence causes the addressee to change his
action.
(8). We do lah.
2). Propositional lah
According to Lay (2005, p. 275), propositional lah is used to give an idea,
suggestion, or offer an advice to the addressee. Proporsitional lah occurs in a
sentence after the speaker states his/her idea, suggestion, or advice. The
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propositional lah strengthens or emphasizes the speaker‟s words. Besides,
proportional lah also becomes a tool for the speaker.
(9). You go to the market now lah.
From the example above, the speaker presents his/ her idea and suggestion to go
to the market now.
3). Persuasive lah
According to Lay (2005, p. 275), persuasive lah presents the request to the
addressee to think about something without much pressure. Persuasive lah is
rather similar to the impositional lah. However, persuasive lah is smoother
because, in persuasive, the speaker tries to request. While in impositional lah the
speaker tries to impose. Persuasive lah is usually used to convince someone to do
something. Besides, the persuasive lah is used to strengthen the persuasive
sentence. Based on Lay (2005, p. 275), persuasive lah „is pronounced with a midrising tone of Singapore Mandarin and suggest the attempt to persuade‟. The tone
could be the tool to differentiate clearly the impositional lah and persuasive lah.
As the example:
(10). Try this lah, It‟s nice.
c.

Function of Discourse Particle ah and lah
Based on previous research by Ling and Deterding (2003, p. 63), “in terms

of a difference between the two particles, lah seems more often to have a
pragmatic role, while ah more often has a syntactic role.”
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It might be similar to emotive and non-emotive sentence-final particles in
Mandarin by Kwan-Terry (1978), “emotive particles serve to express the attitude
of the speaker and thus play a pragmatic role, while non-emotive particles serve
purely syntactic role such as to indicate the end of a clause” (as cited in Ling and
Deterding, 2003). Emotive particle belongs to lah and non-emotive particles
belong to ah.
1). Utterance-Final Particle
Based on Ling and Deterding (2003), there are two different functions for
discourse particles. The first is the discourse particle which occurs at the end of
the sentence, namely utterance-final pragmatic particle, that is similar with a
hedge. Thus, the utterance-final particle has the pragmatic role. Utterance-final is
also similar with the emotive particle which shows the attitude of the speaker.
(11). You see my muzzle ah?
On her dissertation, Lay (2005) mentions that there are some pragmatic
functions of particle lah which represent the speaker‟s attitude.
a) Obviousness
Discourse particle lah often considered as having the function of
conveying speaker‟s attitude of obviousness.

(12). Sam
: How could you get that fancy car?
Joane : Buy lah.
In the example above, particle lah used as the sign of speaker‟s
obviousness. Joane answered that the most suitable method to get the car is to buy
it.
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b) Friendliness
(13). Go with us lah.
The example above sounds better than “Go with us” which presents the
imperative. “Go with us lah” indicates friendliness and weaken the imperative.
The speaker presents his need to go together with the addressee.
c)

Impatience
(14). A: Then after that, it‟s the Lunar New Year special lah.
B: So?
A: Ya lah, then during that period we can go what?
B: Cannot lah. Aiyah, when I wash my hair, I don‟t want to go out.
Dirty my hair lah.
A: You bring one of them lah.
The example above is taken from Lay (2005, p. 270). It represents A‟s

impatience toward B, because of B‟s reason for rejecting A‟s invitation to buy
Mandarin orange together for the Lunar New Year.
d) Emphasis
(15). Do you want to go? I‟m not going lah.
The example below is based on Kwan-Terry (1992 as cited in Lay, 2005).
Particle lah represents the speaker‟s attitude of emphasis.
2). Audible Comma Particle
The second function is audible comma which “separating the topic from
the comment or marking the boundary between two clauses” (Ling & Deterding,
2003, p. 65). This is similar with a non-emotive particle which more often has a
syntactic role such as indicating the end of a clause.
(12). I think now is not a good time ah, because she is still cooking dinner.
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4.

Review of Related Research
In doing this research, the researcher needs to seek for references,

especially from the related research. Considering that the books for Singapore
English are very limited, the researcher seeks for many references in the form of
journals, theses, or dissertations. In this part, the researcher would like to review
some of the previous research. There are two research that will be reviewed by the
researcher.
a.

Viven Ler Soon Lay (2005)
The first is a doctoral thesis from National University of Singapore

student, entitled “An In-Depth Study of Discourse Particles in Singapore
English”. In order to deal with the discourse particles, especially the types, the
researcher takes some references from Lay (2005). This thesis is very complex,
considering this is a doctoral thesis. In Lay‟s thesis, she made a complete data and
sources from some experts. The researcher gathers some of her citations from
many sources that could help the researcher in this thesis. Lay focused on the
functions of discourse particle Meh, Hor, and Lah for the deeper analysis.
However, she provides some multifunction of all SCE discourse particles. Based
on Lay‟s thesis, the researcher found the types of discourse particles ah and lah
from Wong‟s (2004) theory. Although they are spread in different chapters,
fortunately, the researcher could gather them. The researcher got Lay‟s thesis
from the downloadable online source.
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b. Low Ee Ling and David Deterding (2003)
The second related research is a journal from a quite phenomenal
Singapore English expertise, entitled “A corpus-based description of particles in
spoken Singapore English”. This journal is actually in a form of a book containing
many journals from Deterding D., Low E. L. and Brown A. (eds.) entitled English
in Singapore: Research on Grammar.
In this journal, Ling and Deterding presented a research about the use of
discourse particles from the male and female interviewee. In the finding, they
found two functions of discourse particles, the major conditions when the speaker
uses discourse particles, and some gender imbalances between male and female
interviewee, considering the interviewer was a male. As in their findings, in that
journal, the researcher found some expertise opinions, including Ling and
Deterding‟s own opinion about the different role function of ah and lah particles,
which is ah more often has syntactic function and lah is more often has a
pragmatic function. The opinion was strengthened by Kwan-Terry‟s (1987) about
emotive and non-emotive sentence-final particle in Mandarin.
From those two research, the researcher got many sources which were very
helpful in finishing this research.

B. Theoretical Framework
Singapore Colloquial English (SCE) discourse particles are influenced
from Bazaar Malay, Hokkien, and Cantonese as Singapore‟s first languages.
There are many opinions and theories about the meanings, functions, and types of
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discourse particles. Considering there are many previous researcher such as Gupta
(1992, 1994 & 2006), Ling and Deterding (2003), Wong (2000 & 2004), Lay
(2005), Lim (2007), Leimgruber (2009, 2011), and many more who have
conducted the research about Singapore English and discourse particles. The
researcher tried to put ah and lah into a line, which means the researcher tried to
seek for the type and function of each ah and lah from the same perspective.
Answering the first research question about the type of discourse particles
ah and lah, the researcher used Wong‟s (2004) theory. The types of discourse
particle ah was perlocutionary ah (consist of interrogative ah, declarative ah and
imperative ah), vocative ah, emphatic ah, and question marker ah. Besides, the
types of discourse particle lah were impositional lah, proportional lah and
persuasive lah. Those types from Wong (2004) helped the researcher to classify
the use of each ah and lah particles.
Coming to the second research question about the function of discourse
particles ah and lah, the researcher used the theory from Ling and Deterding
(2003) about two functions of discourse particles. First was the utterance-final
particle, which emphasizes that a discourse particle more often has the pragmatic
role. The second was the audible comma particle, which emphasizes that a
discourse particle more often has the syntactic role.
Figure 2.1 Theoretical Framework

Ah Boys to Men 1
and 2 movie

Types

Wong (2004)

Functions

Ling & Deterding
(2003)

Discourse Particles
ah & lah
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, the researcher presents the methodology that is used in this
research. It includes research methodology, research participant, instrument and
data gathering technique, data analysis, and research procedure.

A. Research Method
In this research, the researcher conducted a linguistic study, which
according to Aitchison (2003), “linguistic is focused more on the way language
patterned, rather than physical substance out of which the units of language are
made”. This research referred to the use of Singapore Colloquial English (SCE)
discourse particles in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2.
Qualitative research “was the method used in this research to collect the
information, which aim is getting an absolute picture and deeper understanding
rather than the analysis of data which presented in numeric form” (Ary, Joacobs,
& Sorensen, 2008, p. 29). Besides, the researcher also pointed on understanding
the social phenomena from the perspective of a human participant in a natural
setting (p. 21). Unlike the quantitative study, the researcher did not begin with the
hypothesis.
In this research, the researcher conducted discourse analysis as the method
of this research, since this research analyzed the conversation in the movie
24
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entitled Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2. Based on Wood and Kroger (2000, p. 1),
“Discourse analysis is a perspective on social life that contains both
methodological and conceptual elements.” There, social life becomes the focus of
the analysis. Besides, “discourse analysis involves ways of thinking about
discourse (theoretical and meta-theoretical elements) and ways of treating
discourse as data (methodological elements) (p. 1).” There are some varieties of
discourse analysis, while this research refers to conversation analysis (CA). Based
on Schegloff (1989) as cited by Wood and Kroger (2000), CA is often called by
“talk-in-interaction” to emphasize that conversation analysis is not only focus on
everyday conversation, but also in the more formal one as in the institutional
setting (p. 21).
The result of the analysis was to answer the first research question, which
was the type of the discourse particles ah and lah as seen in Ah Boys to Men 1 and
2. Next was to answer the second research question, which was the function of
discourse particles ah and lah as seen in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2. The researcher
made those research questions to seek the use of SCE with its unique
characteristics in informal communication by analyzing its discourse particles in
the conversation. After the analysis had been done, the researcher concluded the
result and made it into a form of report and explanation about the connection.

B. Research Setting
The researcher conducted this research from September 2015 until May
2016. Firstly, the researcher looked for the data source on September 2015 and
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chose Ah Boys to Men movie as the main source of the research. Secondly, the
researcher wrote the movie transcript since the movie transcript in Singapore
English was not available on the internet. The process began with movie watching
and conversation writing. Then, the researcher group them based on its scene, and
named them scene 1, 2, 3, etc. The downloadable English or Indonesian version of
movie transcription could not complete the research data since the research
questions are about types and function of discourse particle. Thirdly, the
researcher looked for some books from the library and some journals or theses
from the internet as the resource. Fourthly, the researcher worked on the data
gathering and data analysis until May 2016.

C. Instrument and Data Gathering Technique
The prominent instrument for gathering and analyzing the data in
qualitative research is the human investigator. According to Ary, Jacobs &
Sorensen (2008), human instrument is the one who is capable enough to catch the
complexity of human experience (p. 424). In this research, the researcher and
some conversations in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2 were the research instruments for
the data gathering technique.
Another instrument was gained from Holmes (1992), which is observation
checklist. The instrument helped the researcher to classify and note the types of
each ah and lah particles.
The research instruments were used to collect the data. Then, the
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researcher could answer the two research questions. In order to collect the data,
the researcher copied some of the actor‟s conversations in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2
into the transcript. Finally, the data were able to be analyzed after the transcript
had finished.
Table 3.1 Format of The Interpretation of Discourse Particles ah and lah in
Standard English as seen in Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2
No.

Expression in SCE

The interpretation in Standard English

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Table 3.2 Format of The Number of Discourse Particle ah in Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2
No.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Types of Discourse
particle ah
Perlocutionary:
- Interrogative
- Declarative
- Imperative
Vocative
Emphatic
Question Marker

Ah Boys
to Men 1

Ah Boys
to Men 2

Total Occurrence

Total

Table 3.3 Format of The Number of Discourse Particle lah in
Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2
No.
1.
2.
3.

Types of Discourse
particle lah
Impositional
Proporsitional
Persuasive
Total

Ah Boys
to Men 1

Ah Boys to
Men 2

Total Occurrences
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Table 3.4 Observation Checklist of The Type and Function of Discourse Particle ah
in Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2

No

Express
-ion

Function

Type
Perlocutionary
IM
D
I

Vocative

Emphatic

QM

AC

U-F

1.
2.
3.

Table 3.5 Observation Checklist of The Type and Function of Discourse Particle lah
in Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2
No.

Expression

Impositional

Type
Proporsitional

Function
Persuasive

AC

U-F

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Table 3.6 Format of The Function of Discourse Particles ah and lah in
Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2
Particle Occurrence
Discourse
Particle ah

Discourse
Particle lah

Ah Boys to
Man 1

Ah Boys to
Man 2

Total

Utterance-final
(Pragmatic Role)
Audible Comma
(Syntactic Role)
Utterace-final
(Pragmatic Role)
Audible Comma
(Syntactic Role)

D. Data Analysis Technique
In this research, the researcher used two techniques that are counting and
doing the narrative analysis.
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1.

Counting
According to Frankel & Wallen, (2006), counting is the characteristic of

discourse analysis research in which it puts emphasis on counting the frequency of
several aspects investigated. The researcher used counting technique to count the
frequency of each type of ah and lah particles in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2. In order
to answer the second research question, the researcher counted the frequency of
each function from both ah and lah particles in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2.
Therefore, after the researcher finished counting, the researcher found the most
dominant type and function of discourse particles ah and lah in Ah Boys to Men 1
and 2.
2.

Narrative Analysis
Cohen, Manion & Morrison, (2011) state that narrative analysis is one of

discourse analysis techniques that analyses the data observed based on personal
experiences or observation. The researcher used narrative analysis to find out the
function of discourse particles ah and lah. All the data presented in this document
analysis research were in the form of descriptive.

E. Research Procedure
This section summarizes the steps which were taken when the researcher
conducted the research. It includes making the movie transcription, listing the
sentence contained discourse particles ah and lah, analyzing the data, and drawing
the conclusion.
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1. Choosing The Movie
The first step was choosing the suitable movie. The researcher conducted a
study about Singapore English, so the researcher chose a Singaporean movie
entitled Ah Boys to Men. This movie uses English, especially SCE as its main
language. The researcher only took two movies because Ah Boys to Men 3 could
not complete this research. Ah Boys to Men 3 uses Mandarin as its main language.
2. Making the Movie Transcription
The second step, the researcher made the movie transcription of Ah Boys
to Men 1 and 2, which helped the researcher found out the discourse particles ah
and lah easily. Since the original movie transcription was not downloadable on
the internet, the researcher had to make the transcription. On the internet, there
was only Indonesian transcription for Ah Boys to Men 1. Besides, there were
Indonesian and English transcriptions of Ah Boys to Men 2. In making the original
transcription, the researcher found the difficulties in what the speaker said,
because, in fact, Singaporeans speak quite fast and use Singapore accent. Thus,
the researcher had to repeat the movie several times to catch what the actors and
actresses say.
3. Listing the Sentences which Contain Discourse Particles ah and lah
After the researcher finished the transcription, the researcher went into the
next step in listing the sentences, which contained discourse particles ah, and lah.
In this step, the researcher also did the selection toward the sentence which
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contained ah, and lah. The sentence which is too short and spoken in Mandarin
cannot meet the criteria to be the research object.
4. Making the Interpretation
The researcher made some interpretations of each sentence that contained
discourse particles ah and lah. The interpretation was used to find the meaning of
sentences in Standard English. The result of the interpretation can be seen in
Appendix A, B, C, and D.
5. Analyzing the data
After finishing with the interpretation, the researcher started to analyze the
data using a checklist. There were two checklists, which are the type of discourse
particle ah (Appendix F and G), and the types of discourse particle lah (Appendix
H and I). The researcher also analyzed the data using counting technique. In order
to present the result of counting, there were three tables presenting the counted
data. It aimed to find the number of each type from both ah (Table 4.1) and lah
(Table 4.2) particles, and the function from each ah and lah particles (Table 4.3).
Checklists and tables were used to assist the researcher in conducting the narrative
analysis.
6. Drawing The Conclusion
After the researcher had done the analysis, the conclusion was written in
order, to sum up the result of the research. The researcher added some suggestions
for the future researchers who will conduct the research with the similar topic.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents the discussion of the research that has been done by
the researcher. There will be two parts, the first is the type of discourse particles
ah and lah and the second is the function of discourse particles ah and lah as seen
in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2.

A. The Types of Discourse Particles
In this research, the researcher used the theory from Wong (2004). Firstly,
the researcher worked with the type of discourse particle ah, and then moved to
discourse particle lah. Discourse Particle ah has more occurrences in Ah Boys to
Man 1 and 2 than lah.

1.

The Types of Discourse Particle ah
Wong (2004) as cited in Lay (2005) presents discourse particle ah into

four types. Those are perlocutionary ah, vocative ah, emphatic ah, and question
marker ah. The first, which is perlocutionary, has three subtypes: interrogative ah,
declarative ah, and imperative ah. Based on the finding, the researcher noticed the
highest and the lowest distribution of the type of particle ah that was found in the
movie.

32
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Based on the finding, the researcher found that there are 100 occurrences
of ah particle in the movies. This consisted of 54 occurrences in Ah Boys to Men 1
and 46 occurrences in Ah Boys to Men 2. Using Wong‟s theory, the researcher
found that the emphatic ah had the highest distribution.
Table 4.1 presents the distribution of the type of discourse particle ah. The
table shows that there were 34 occurrences of emphatic ah, 31 occurrences of
declarative ah, 19 occurrences of interrogative ah, 7 occurrences of question
marker ah, 7 occurrences of imperative ah, and 2 occurrences of vocative ah.
Table 4.1 The Number of Discourse Particle ah in Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2
No.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Types of Discourse Particle ah
Perlocutionary ah:
- Interrogative ah
- Declarative ah
- Imperative ah
Vocative ah
Emphatic ah
Question Marker ah
Total

a.

Ah Boys
to Men 1

Ah Boys
to Men 2

Total
Occurrence

10
13
3
2
22
4

9
18
4
0
12
3

19
31
7
2
34
7

54

46

100

Perlocutionary ah
Perlocutionary ah aims to give some effects to the listener. The effects

could be various as making the addressee act or console. Based on the research in
Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2, there were 57 occurrences of perlocutionary ah. Each
variety will be explained:
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1). Interrogative ah
Interrogative ah has a role in strengthening the interrogative sentence. The
rising tone marks particle ah has a role as the interrogative ah. In Ah Boys to Man
movies, the researcher found that there were 19 occurrences of interrogative ah.
The examples of interrogative ah in the Ah Boys to Man movies are as follows:
Example 1
Setting

: in the section bunk
(Aloysius offers help to IP Man)

Aloysius

: Buddy, I will get my mom to go to your girlfriend‟s place and
talk to her all right.
: Your mother can help ah?
: Sure, she is very free.

IP Man
Aloysius

Example 1 shows the condition that IP Man has a problem related to his
girlfriend. His girlfriend leaves him for another man during the BMT (Basic
Military Training). As his section mates, Aloysius offers IP Man a help by asking
his mother to go to IP Man‟s girl‟s place. IP Man ensures that Aloysius‟ mother
can help him by asking, “Your mother can help ah?” IP man uses rising tone at
the end of the sentence to mark particle ah in his sentence as interrogative ah.
Example 2
Setting

: in the section bunk
(Platoon Sergeants come to the section bunk for the first
time to check the recruits)

Sergeant Ong

: Wah, why there is many thing in your bed ah? Opening
previous shop ah?
: No lah platoon sergeant

Lobang
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Example 2 shows that Sergeant Ong is surprised when he noticed many
things in Lobang‟s bed. Lobang brings many snacks and other stuff from his
home. In the Army (NS), the recruit‟s bed is supposed to be clean and neat. In
example 2, Sergeant Ong asks Lobang twice. The first is using wh-question, and
the second is using yes/no question. Both of them use the rising tone that proves
particle ah aimed as the interrogative ah.
2). Declarative ah
Declarative ah occurs in the declarative sentence. Usually, it occurs at the
end of the declarative sentence or phrase. It is used to strengthen the declarative
sentence. In Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2, there are 31 occurrences of declarative ah.
Example 3
Setting

: The recruits‟ family (including Ken‟s family) accompany the
recruits to go to Pulau Tekong for the first time.

Ken‟s Mom : Waa, so big ah, like a hotel resort like that hah.

Example 3 above shows Ken‟s mother amazement of Pulau Tekong. She
declares that Pulau Tekong is so big. She uses declarative ah to strengthen her
declaration of the big Pulau Tekong.
Example 4
Setting

: Aloysius had already shared his secret of running fast to his
section mates in front of the Platoon Sergeant and Captain.
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Aloysius

: Lobang, please do not use the vulgarities on me okay? I didn‟t do
anything wrong. What you want me to say? I really don‟t know
anything what.

Ismail

: You don‟t know what happened? Eh everybody know your
pattern ah.

In example 4, the situation shows that Ken‟s section mates are blaming
Aloysius because Aloysius shares his secrets of running fast. The secret is that he
never smokes. Sergeant Ong agrees with Aloysius‟s opinion that quits smoke can
increase the stamina. Thus, Sergeant Ong reduces the quota of cigarettes for each
smoker. The smokers complain and blame Aloysius for sharing his secret. In his
sentence, Ismail uses particle, ah to strengthen his declaration that actually
everybody knows Aloysius‟ behavior.
3). Imperative ah
Imperative ah is used to strengthen the imperative sentence. An imperative
is a sentence that is used to give orders. Based on the research, the researcher
found 7 occurrences of imperative ah in Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2.
Example 5
Setting

: In the section bunk.

Aloysius

: Excuse me, don‟t mind if I say but that small little camera is very
dangerous. It could leak out the classified information of our
military camp. In order not to get all of us into trouble, I suggest
you throw your I Pad into the sea now! The sergeants could come
anytime.
: Now, I suggest everyone here to throw you into the sea. Now ah,
I suggest you to go to the toilet and OC!

Lobang
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In example 5, Lobang uses his IPad to help IP man. However, in NS, the
recruits are not allowed to bring the phone with a camera, because it could be
dangerous in the Army. Aloysius disagrees with Lobang‟s decision in using the
IPad. Therefore, he asks Lobang to throw his IPad, but Lobang threatens Aloysius
to go to the toilet and OC (pretends that he knows nothing). In delivering his
command, Lobang uses particle ah. Thus, particle ah in example 5 is imperative,
ah and it is used to strengthen the imperative sentence.
Example 6
Setting
Amy
Ken

: Ken runs away to the middle of a highway.
: Comeback, it‟s very dangerous!
: Never mind ah! As you see, come and see how childish I am. Are
you happy now? Shit army ah! Shit army!
In example 6, the conversation happens between Ken and his girlfriend,

Amy. Ken is disappointed because Amy calls him childish. He runs to the middle
of the highway. Amy tries to warn Ken that running to the middle of the highway
is very dangerous. The particle ah emphasize Ken‟s imperative sentence to Amy
that he does not care about the dangerous situation.
b. Vocative ah
In Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2, the occurrence of vocative ah has the lowest
distribution, which is 2 occurrences. Thus, it can complete the occurrence of all
types of discourse particle ah in this research.
Example 7
Setting

: In Pulau Tekong

Ken‟s Mom

: Ken ah (1), listen to mommy ah (2). Good thing no thing you
must report every day ya.
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Example 7 above contains two discourse particles ah, the first was
vocative ah and the second was emphatic ah. The first discourse particle ah had a
role as vocative ah, as in Standard English “Hey Ken, listen to mommy.”
c.

Emphatic ah
Emphatic ah is rather similar to declarative ah. However, emphatic ah

occurs in a much stronger sentence compared with the declarative ah. In Ah Boys
to Man 1 and 2, there are 34 occurrences of emphatic ah.
Example 8
Setting: In the section bunk.
Ken

: But now, everyone says we are very lucky. To be honest ah, I don‟t know
how is this consider lucky.
From example 8, the emphatic ah can be seen in Ken‟s sentence. It is the

conversation between Ken and his section mates when they gather and discuss
about Army. Ken strengthens his words that honestly he does not really know how
the NS recruit nowadays consider as lucky. He thinks that the Army still give
much burden to the NS recruit nowadays.
Example 9
Setting

: In the field.
(The recruits are chit-chatting in the field after they did the
exercise)

Ismail

: Because you may lose your girlfriend, but you must never lose
your country.

All

: Steady ah!
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Example 9, shows that some recruits say „steady ah‟. Actually, that phrase
is commonly used by the characters of Ah Boys to Man in order to agree on
something, or ask someone to be calm. In this conversation, „steady ah‟ means
that they agree on Ismail‟s opinion. The emphatic ah here strengthen the NS
recruits‟ agreement toward Ismail opinion. In this conversation, Ismail tries to
calm Ken down, who has just lost his girlfriend. Ismail tells that actually losing
girlfriend during BMT is a normal thing.
d. Question Marker ah
Discourse particle ah as the question marker is rather similar to the
imperative ah. However, interrogative ah requires the rising tone, while question
marker ah requires low tone. The researcher determines the type of ah as the
interrogative ah or question marker ah by listening to the speaker‟s tone. In Ah
Boys to Man 1 and 2, there are 7 occurrences of question marker ah.
Example 10
Setting : After training, Ken and his section mates gathered in the field.
Sam
Ken
Tan
Ken

: Hey bro, your muzzle leh.
: Oh shit! Do you see my muzzle ah (1)?
: Eh I think Sergeant Heng take eh
: Shit! Lobang, you sell muzzle ah (2)?

Example 10 shows that Ken loses his muzzle. The muzzle is a very
important stuff for NS recruits. Some of Ken‟s section mates help him search the
losing muzzle. In example 10 above, there are two occurrences of particle ah.The
first is using the rising tone and the second is using the low tone. In the first
occurrence of particle ah, Ken is surprised when he realizes that his muzzle has
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gone. Because he is panic, he asks his friends if any of them sees Ken‟s muzzle.
Thus, Ken uses rising tone (interrogative ah), because he is panic. The second
occurrence of particle ah is question marker ah. It is spoken using low tone. Ken
searches for some possibilities if Lobang sells some muzzles. He asks Lobang
politely using the low tone. Example 10 gives the clear example of interrogative
ah and question marker ah. Both are delivering the question from the speaker to
the addressee. The difference is in the use of rising tone in interrogative ah and
low tone in question marker ah.

2.

Types of Discourse Particle Lah
Based on Wong (2004, as cited in Lay 2005), there are three types of

discourse particle lah. Those are impositional lah, propositional lah, and
persuasive lah. Based on the finding, the researcher noticed the highest and the
lowest distribution of the type of lah that was found in the movie.
Based on the finding, there were 10 occurrences of discourse particle lah
in Ah Boys to Men 1 and there were 20 occurrences in Ah Boys to Men 2. Those
were processed using theory from Wong (2004) as follows.
Table 4.2 The Number of Discourse Particle lah in Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2
No.

Types of Discourse
particle lah

Ah Boys to
Men 1

Total Occurrences

2

Ah Boys to
Men 2
8

1.

Impositional lah

2.

Proporsitional lah

5

6

11

3.

Persuasive lah

3

6

9

Total

10

20

30

10
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Table 4.2 presents the distribution of the types of discourse particle lah.
The table shows that there are 11 proporsitional lah, 10 impositional lah, and 9
persuasive lah.
a.

Impositional lah
According to Wong (2004), as cited by Lay (2005), impositional lah is

pronounced with a low tone. Impositional lah is purposely used to change the
addressee‟s action or idea with a force or expectation. However, the force or
expectation is combined with the low tone that makes it becomes smoother. Based
on the finding, there are 10 occurrences of impositional lah.
Example 11
Setting

: In the classroom.
(Ismail just comes back from Sergeant Ong‟s office)

Lobang
Ismail
Lobang

: What platoon sergeant say?
: Very stranger. Instead of giving me punishment ah, he give me
coffee.
: Cofin?

Ismail

: Coffee lah.
Example 11 presents Lobang‟s misunderstanding in receiving Ismail‟s

word. Lobang hears „cofin‟ instead of „coffee‟. As a result, Ismail repeats the
word „coffee‟ with the additional discourse particle lah to strengthen his sentence.
The discourse particle lah in example 11 is used as the speaker‟s (Ismail‟s) tool to
change Lobang‟s idea forcefully and to make Lobang understand.
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Example 12
Setting

: In the section bunk.
(IP Man got confused because he could not call his girlfriend, then
Ken presents his idea to help IP Man.)

Ken

: Eh hey hey hey, I have got an idea. Why don‟t the whole section
call her like the GPMP. Until ah she can not tahan ah, she confirm
pick up. Lemme call first.

Lobang

: (in mandarin). No. How can best recruit do this kind of things
with us?

Tan

: Never mind, we do lah we do lah. Best recruit. Hey smokers,
come come come come!

Example 12 presents the example of another impositional lah. Tan‟s
sentence using discourse particle lah has a function to change the addressee‟s
action. After Ken presents his idea, he wants to call IP Man‟s girlfriend. However,
Lobang forbids Ken‟s action. As the result, Ken cancels his action to call IP
Man‟s girlfriend. Particle lah in example 12 aims to strengthen Tan‟s sentence in
changing Ken‟s action.
b. Proporsitional lah
Proporsitional lah is used to give an idea, suggestion, or offer advice to the
addressee. There were 11 of proportional lah in Ah Boys to Man 1 and 2.
Example 13
Setting

: in the classroom.

Lobang
Ismail
Lobang

: I know, you chongmak already.
: what is chongmak?
: chongmak ah is a kind of punishment, but on the record lah it‟s
not a punishment.
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In example 13, Lobang states his opinion that Ismail is being marked
(Chongmak) by Sergeant Ong because of Ismail‟s mistake when calling Sergeant
Ong as stupid. In his sentence, Lobang states his opinion about being marked
(Chongmak). The discourse particle lah in Lobang‟s sentence is the proporsitional
lah, because it is used when the speaker states his opinion or idea.
Example 14
Setting

: In the MP office.
(Ken‟s mother talked to the MP)

Mother
Ken
Mr. Ong
Mother

: Hello, good evening Mr. Ong.
: Hello.
: Hello. Have a seat.
: You remember me? I‟m the lady who carry the baby in the
market lah. The time the election the time. Then we take picture,
came out on the newspaper.

From example 14, Ken‟s mother tries to help Mr. Ong recall a past event
by stating her idea. It means that discourse particle lah in this example is used to
strengthen the idea given by the speaker (Ken‟s mother‟s idea).
c.

Persuasive lah
The persuasive lah, is used to represent a request to the addressee to think

about something without too much force. Actually, persuasive lah is used to
strengthen the persuasive sentence. It requires the mid-rising tone. There were 9
occurrences in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2.
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Example 15
Setting

: In the market.

Mother

: Hey, early know ah I listen to them go to “Toh Payoh lorong ...”
dunno what, they say I right ah, he sign ah. The doctor very good
you know.
: And then, we go now.
: Cannot lah. He go to jail already.

Ken
Mother

The condition in example 15 is that Ken‟s mother remembered about his
friend‟s suggestion to go to Toh Poyoh in order to get a report from a doctor. The
report is used to delay Ken‟s NS. Before the conversation in example 15 begins,
they came to a doctor and failed to get the report. As a result, Ken asked his
mother to go to Toh Poyoh. Ken‟s mother answers “cannot lah” to emphasize that
Ken‟s request is an impossible thing to do. Particle lah in this example is used as
the persuasive lah. Ken‟s mother states “cannot lah” using mid-rising tone.
Example 16
Setting

: In the section bunk.

Ismail

: Hey, old trick already ah. It‟s a Sunday night lah. All the
commanders bloody idle what. They won‟t be so free to come on a
Sunday night lah.

Example 16 shows that Ismail does not realize that Platoon Sergeants are
standing behind him. He mocks Platoon Sergeants several times. In Ismail‟s
sentences, he uses persuasive lah to request the addressee (Ismail‟s section mates)
to think that it is impossible for the Platoon Sergeant to come on Sunday night.
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Based on the finding, the emphatic ah and proporsitional lah have the
highest distribution of the type of discourse particles. On the other hand, vocative
ah and persuasive lah have the lowest distribution.

B. Functions of Discourse Particles ah and lah
The eleven discourse particles have their own roles, functions, and types.
According to Ling and Deterding (2003), a difference between discourse particles
ah and lah is that ah „more often‟ has the syntactic role, and lah „more often‟ has
a pragmatic role. According to Kwan-Terry (1978) as cited in Ling and Deterding
(2003), the non-emotive particles (ah) has a „purely‟ syntactic role, such as
indicating the end of the clause. Besides, emotive particle (lah) has a role in
expressing the speaker's attitude and plays the pragmatic role, (p. 63). Syntax and
pragmatics have a great difference, since syntax are more on the construction of
words in a sentence (sentence formation process), and pragmatics are more on the
meaning rather than theory (the study of language).
Table 4.3 The Function of Discourse Particles ah and lah in The Sentence as seen in
Ah Boys To Men 1 and 2
Particle Occurrence
Discourse Particle
ah

Discourse Particle
lah

Utterance-final
(Pragmatic Role)
Audible Comma
(Syntactic Role)
Utterance-final
(Pragmatic Role)
Audible Comma
(Syntactic Role)

Ah Boys
to Man 1

Ah Boys to
Man 2

Total

23

24

47

33

23

53

9

16

25

1

4

5
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Tables 4.3 presents the distribution of the occurrences of discourse
particles ah and lah. The table shows that there are 53 of discourse particle ah
which occurs at the end of the clause as the audible comma, which means that in
Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2, discourse particle ah more often has a syntactic function
to indicate the end of the clause.
Example 17
Setting

: In the section bunk.

Sergeant Ong

: So, you want to get your maid a call and ask your maid carry on
20 for you?
: I think now is not a good time ah, because she is still cooking
dinner.

Ken

Example 17 shows Sergeant Ong‟s anger toward Ken because Ken relies
on his maid too much. Thus, Ken gives a reason to Sergeant Ong, that he could
not ask a help from his maid immediately because his maid is busy. The reason is
given because Ken realizes his mistake about bringing his maid to his
conversation with Sergeant Ong. In example 17, discourse particle ah has the
function as audible comma particle, which becomes the boundary between two
clauses. In other words, the particle ah in example 17 has syntactic role.
In Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2, there are also 47 occurrence of discourse
particle ah which have the function as the utterance-final particles.
Example 18
Setting

: In the hospital.

Doctor

: Is your son still alive?
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Ken‟s Mother : Of course he is alive. He is just sick today ah.
Example 18 below shows the conversation between doctor and Ken‟s
mother. Ken‟s mother mentions that Ken is suffered from several serious
illnesses. The doctor gets angry to Ken‟s mother exaggeration, and he asks “Is
your son still alive?”. In example 18, particle ah has the function as a utterancefinal particle.
Besides, based on the finding, discourse particle lah plays more often as
the pragmatic role. There are 25 occurrences of particle lah in Ah Boys to Men 1
and 2, which have utterance-final function. The pragmatic role represents the
attitude of the speaker.
Example 19
Setting

: In the section bunk.

Ismail

: They won‟t be so free too come on Sunday night lah.

Example 19 presents the situation when Ismail convinces his section mates
that the Platoon Sergeant will not come in that night because it is a Sunday night.
Discourse particle lah in example 19 has the utterance-final function and
pragmatic role. Particle lah which has pragmatic role represents the attitude of the
speaker. In this case, Ismail presents his attitude toward his section mates by
emphasize that in Sunday night, everything will be alright because Platoon
Sergeant will not come and check the section bunk. In another word, Ismail
presents his obviousness and emphasis.
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In Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2, there are also 5 occurrence of discourse
particle lah which have the function as the audible comma particles.
Example 20
Setting

: In the section bunk. Lobang and his section mates discuss about
the NS

Lobang

: They can do many thing lah, but they cannot do anything.

Example 20 presents Lobang‟s explanation to his section mates about NS.
Discourse particle lah in example 20 has the function as the audible comma
particle, and has the syntactic role.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter is divided into two parts, namely conclusions and
recommendations of the research. The conclusions are the summary of the answer
to the research questions. The second part specifies the recommendations for
English learners, English educators, and future researchers.

A. Conclusions
The research questions have been answered in the previous chapter. The
first research question is “what are the types of discourse particle ah and lah as
seen in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2?” The researcher used Wong‟s (2004)
classification of the type of discourse particles ah and lah. Based on the findings,
it can be concluded that discourse particle ah occurs more frequently as emphatic
ah, which reached 34 occurrences. This frequency implied that particle ah in Ah
Boys to Men 1 and 2 is the most frequently used to emphasize something strongly
without any doubt. It is followed by declarative ah, which reached 31
occurrences. Emphatic ah and declarative ah are rather same, in terms of the
usage. Since emphatic ah is stronger than declarative ah. Thus, followed by the
occurrences of interrogative ah (19 occurrences), imperative ah (7 occurrences),
question marker ah (7 occurrences), and the lowest is vocative ah (2 occurrences).
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Meanwhile, discourse particle lah occurred more frequently as
proporsitional lah, which reached the 11 occurrences. Thus, implied that in Ah
Boys to Men 1 and 2, particle lah is mostly used to give some ideas, suggestions
or advice rather than request the addressee to think or change their actions. Then
the frequencies are followed by impositional lah (10 occurrences), and persuasive
lah (9 occurrences).
Meanwhile, the second research question is “What are the functions of
discourse particle ah and lah as seen in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2?” The researcher
used the theory from Ling and Deterding (2003) about the roles of final particles.
Based on the finding, discourse particle ah has the syntactic role. It is marked with
the occurrence of particle ah as the audible comma particle which reached 53
occurrences. The syntactic role marks the end of the clause.
Discourse particle lah serves more often as a pragmatic role. It is marked
with the occurrence of particle lah as the utterance-final particle (pragmatic role)
which reached 25 occurrences rather than as the audible comma particle (syntactic
function) which reached 5 occurrences. It could be concluded that in this research,
particle lah more often has pragmatic role in Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2. Based on
Lay (2005, p. 294-298), pragmatic role also marks the attitude of the speaker,
such as obviousness, friendliness impatience, and emphasis.
The functions of discourse particle ah and lah are actually relevant with
Ling and Deterding‟s (2003) theory that discourse particle ah serves more often as
a syntactic role and lah seems more often as a pragmatic role.
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B. Recommendation
Having analyzed and discussed the discourse article ah and lah, the
researcher would like to give recommendations for English learners, English
educators, and future researchers.
1. For English Learners
Based on the result of the research, it is recommended for English learners to
know about English varieties in the worldwide. Each variety has different
characteristics and rules which enrich the English Language. As the example,
every variety has different pronunciation, like British English and American
English. Singapore also has different pronunciation compared with its standard
English (British English) because Singaporean speaks Mandarin, Chinese dialects,
Malay and Tamil. Varieties may have the same grammar, but mostly they have
different pronunciation because basically, they have the different dialects and
mother tongue.
Besides, some varieties also have a different rule in grammar. As the
example, Singapore Colloquial English (SCE) speaker does not maintain the
grammar used. This can train English learner‟s awareness of the grammar used by
SCE speakers.
2. For English Educators
It is also recommended for English educators to know about English varieties
in the worldwide. English varieties can enrich English educator‟s knowledge
about language diversity. SCE helps English educators to distinguish the different
pronunciation and grammatical rules. SCE also has some other features like
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discourse particles, copula deletion, etc. Those features also enrich English
educator knowledge. Thus, English educators could share the knowledge about
English varieties, especially SCE to English learners.
3. For Future Researchers
Singapore English is an interesting topic to discuss, considering that there are
many features of Singapore English, especially SCE that can be discussed. Such
as discourse particles, copula deletion, subject and object deletion (pro-drop), lack
of tense, use of aspectual markers, tag question, verb and noun repetitions, passive
construction, and pronunciation (Chapter 2, p. 10-11).
There are some implications that can be implicated in education. It can train
the self-awareness of English learner about the use of Standard English. Thus, in
Singapore English, there are many grammatical errors and discourse particles that
have its own meaning.
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Appendix A. Ah Boys to Men movies

Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2 Movies
In this research, the researcher uses movie as the object of the research.
The movie used is entitled Ah Boys to Men. It is a Singaporean movie directed by
Jack Neo, a Singaporean film and television actor, host and director. Neo wrote
the movie script with his friend, Link Sng. This movie uses English and Mandarin
as the main language. Ah Boys to Men 1 and 2 are sequels, the first movie was
released in 2012, and the rest was in early 2013.
The movie tells about a Singaporean boy namely Ken, who faces his
National Service (NS). National service is a two-year military training for every
Singapore boy who has graduated from high school. During the NS, every recruit
has to stay in a military camp located in Tekong Island or Pulau Tekong. They get
the book out day every two weeks on the weekend to go home. In the first two
months, the recruits face Basic Military Training or BMT. In BMT, Ken was
placed in a section bunk namely „section two‟. In his BMT, Ken meets his section
mates namely Lobang, Aloysius Jin, IP Man, Tan, Ismail, Muthu, Sam and many
more. After the recruits finish the BMT, they will be placed in some vocational
military training such as Officer Cadet School (OCS), Specialist Cadet School
(SCS), SAF Military Police Command, Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN), and
Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF).
The story begins with Ken‟s fight with her girlfriend, Amy. It influences
a lot in Ken‟s performance during BMT in his NS. Ken prioritized his girlfriend,
more than his learning process in NS and his family. His talkative mother and
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grandma spoil him too much. Thus, it makes Ken a boy in his age. In the process
of being an army, Ken faces many challenges that teach him to be a man.
Finishing his BMT in two months, Ken continues his National Service in
Specialist Cadet School (SCS).
Actually, there is also Ah Boys to Men 3 which was released in early
2015. However, the researcher decided to use only the first and second sequels of
the movie. The third sequel gives some different background, story, and
characters compared to the previous sequels. Moreover, the conversation uses
Mandarin rather than English. Those two factors make the researcher have the
difficulties in processing the data. Thus, in this research, the researcher used Ah
Boys to Men 1 and 2.
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Appendix B. Table of The Interpretation of Discourse Particle ah in Ah Boys to Men 1
TABLE OF THE INTERPRETATION OF DISCOURSE PARTICLE ‘AH’
IN AH BOYS TO MEN 1

No.

Conversation in SCE

The interpretation in Standard English

1.

Never mind ah!

Never mind!

2.

Later ah when we go inside ya, don‟t say anything.

Later when we go inside, do not say anything.

3.

He is just sick today ah.

He is sick just today.

4.

They tell me,” Oh, go to Orchid road ah, very high class the
doctor, especially the amo one.

They told me, “Go to the Orchid Road, the doctors are very high
class especially the Caucasian.”

5.

Ei, early know ah I listen to them go to Toa Payoh lorong dunno
what, they say I write ah, he sign ah.

Few days ago, I heard them talk about „Toh Payoh Lorong ...‟ do
not know what it is. They said that, whatever I write, the doctor
will sign it.

6.

Mrs. Jin ah, I think you need to bring him for the hair cut first.

Mrs Jin, I think you need to bring him for the hair cut first.

7.

You see ah, I have this big plan, and this I have to send my son
ah, overseas to study with his girlfriend.

As you see, I have this big plan to send my son overseas to study
with his girlfriend.

8.

And then ah, they will come back with the certificate right.

Then, they will graduate and come back with the certificate.

9.

You see ah, whatever the government like, I also like.

As you can see, I agreed the government‟s rule.

10.

But now, I have this small problem ah.

However, I have the small problem.

11.

You see ah, my son Ken ah, he is going to NS ah, in 2 weeks

As you see, two weeks later my son, Ken will go to NS.
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No.

Conversation in SCE

The interpretation in Standard English

time.
12.

Which means ah, he is going to serve NS for 2 years, go university
for 3 years, which means ah, earlier I get my grand son is how
long?

This means, he will go to serve NS for 2 years, and go to
University for 3 years. Which mean I will get my grandson in
longer time?

13.

You always say ah Singaporeans marry very late.

You say that Singaporeans marry very late.

14.

But,but, don‟t worry ah, I‟m the calm, very reasonable type of
Singaporean hah.

However do not worry I am a cooperative Singaporean.

15.

See Ken, mommy told you what hah, you talk to this guy, good
MP ah, as long as our request is reasonable, he would be very
understanding and help us one.

As you can see Ken, Mommy has told you if you talk to this good
MP, as long as our request is reasonable, he will understand and
help us.

16.

Okay, so since we are like that already ah, no choice, we listen to
your uncle.

Okay, we have already in this condition and we have no choice.
So, just listen to your uncle.

17.

Waa, so big ah, like hotel resort like that hah.

Wow, this building is so big like a hotel and resort.

18.

The two of you crazy is it hah, so many boys sleeping here you
wanna sleep will all of them ah.

Are you two crazy? There are many boys sleeping here. Do you
want to sleep with all of them here?

19.

Just like your mother ah.

Like your mother.

20.

Wah, why there is many things in your bed ah?

Wow, why there are so many things in your bed?

21.

Opening previous shop ah?

Did you open a store?

22.

Wah, first day, PR already ah

Wow, in the first day you have already done the PR.

23.

So fast give up already ah.

Give up so fast.
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No.

Conversation in SCE

The interpretation in Standard English

24.

Eh ken, what is this ah?

What is this Ken?

25.

I think now is not the time, because she is cooking for dinner.

26.

I think now is not a good time ah, because she is still cooking
dinner.
Of course, you carry on 20 for her ah not me ah!

27.

Ah, Aloysius. Looking good ah looking good?

Looks Good, Aloysius?

28.

My uncle tell me ah, last time army is very shioman.

My uncle told me that in the past, the Army was very tough.

29.

To be honest ah, I don‟t know how is this consider lucky.

Honestly, I do not know how this considered as lucky.

30.

Eh, of course army bigger lah, in the army ah, if this cannot, that
cannot, tan tan they go by left.

Of course, Army is bigger, because in the army if you cannot do
this or that, they will give you another thing to do.

31.

For example ah, excuse leg, hand no excuse, you can lah.

For example, if you got the leg excuse in exercise, you can do the
exercise with your hand.

32.

Heart sick ah?

Heart sick?

33.

Your section ah.

He is from your section.

34.

Hey, dreaming ah?

Hey, are you dreaming?

35.

Girlfriend problem ah?

Do you have some problem with your girlfriend?

36.

Ken, actually ah, the army purposely provide this program
because during the real war time ah if our girlfriend kena kill ah,
you know how manage the pain controul our tears continue
fighting.

Ken, actually the Army provide this program to train us. If during
the real wartime our girlfriend is killed, we will know how to
manage the pain, control the tears, and continue fighting.

37.

Steady ah

Of course, you carry on 20 for her, and not me!
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No.

Conversation in SCE

The interpretation in Standard English

38.

What you try to say for me ah?

What did you say to me?

39.

Eh, you see my muzzle ah?

Do you see my muzzle?

40.

Lobang, you sell muzzle ah?

Lobang, do you sell the muzzle?

41.

Eh, you know ah, Last time during my BMT my girlfriend also
break up at me.

Let me make you know, that in the past during my BMT, my
girlfriend also break me up.

42.

You are in the wrong, still dare to daydream ah?

You were making mistake, and you are dare to daydream?

43.

I got confined ah.

I was confined.

44.

Confinement ah?

Do you mean confinement?

45.

I hate army ah, I hate PS.

I hate Army! I hate PS!

46.

What can you do to me ah?

What you can do for me?

47.

Hey buddy, challenge me ah?

Buddy, do you challenge me?

48.

Let me tell you, next time ah, got the other guys pick up right they
become karung guni because ah it used before already what.

Let me tell you, next time other guys pick her up they will be like
rag-and-bone man.
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TABLE OF THE INTERPRETATION OF DISCOURSE PARTICLE ‘AH’
IN AH BOYS TO MEN 2
No.

Expression in SCE

The interpretation in Standard English

1.

You really smell like shit ah.

You really smell bad.

2.

I can‟t believe ah all of you very make me do all your mother‟s
job.

I cannot believe that all of you make me do all of you mother‟s
job.

3.

Ah, all of you heard ah.

Can all of you hear that?

4.

Eh everybody know your pattrend ah.

Everybody knows that you are marked.

5.

You bunk ah the commanders so you can go to OCS right?

Did you stuck-up to the commanders, so you can go to OCS,
right?

6.

After today‟s 2.4 ah, I just feel my stamina sucks.

After this day 2.4 km running, I feel my stamina down.

7.

So you are like Wayang King ah, blaming cigarette.

So, you do like Wayang King has done, blaming cigarette.

8.

If you stop smoking ah, our stamina get better, our PT result get If we stop smoking, our stamina gets better, our PT result gets
better, all can be best recruit together.
better, and all of us can be the best recruit together.

9.

Who say there‟s no conflict ah?

Who says there was no conflict?

10.

Hey Meng, I ask you ah, I heard last time there‟s no night training
in Pulau Tekong. Why ah?

Hey Meng, I want to ask you, I heard last time there were not
night training in Pulau Tekong. Why is it?

11.

“Dirty Things”? Do area cleanning ah?

“Dirty Things”? Do you mean the recruits do the area cleaning?

12.

Eh Eh, twenty years ago ah, there is bunch of recruits went on a

About twenty years ago, there are some recruits went on a route
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route march on the Thursday Night.

march on the Thursday night.

13.

Hey, who did it ah?

Hey, who did it?

14.

Whole platoon don‟t like you, don‟t tell me you don‟t know ah.

The whole platoon does not like your attitude; do not tell me that
you do not know about it.

15.

Hey, old trick already ah.

Hey, you used old trick.

16.

Wah, your acting so good ah.

Wow, your acting is so good.

17.

You think you stand still then I will believe that they‟re standing
behind me ah?

Do you think if you stand still, I will believe that they are standing
behind me?

18.

Okay, for your sake I‟ll turn ah and take a look.

Okay, for your sake, I will turn and look.

19.

So, is you stupid not I stupid ah?

So, you are stupid, and I am not stupid?

20.

Instead of giving me punishment ah, he give me coffee

Instead of giving me punishment, he gave me coffee.

21.

Then after I drink the coffee finish ah, he said “why you finish you Then, after I finish drink the coffee, he said, “Why did you finish
coffee?
your coffee?”

22.

Actually it is a punishment, but they say ah, it‟s not a punishment.

Actually, it is a punishment, but it is not a punishment.

23.

So ah, chongmak ah is the most syalah punishment in the army.

Therefore, being marked is the worst punishment in the Army.

24.

Thank You ah.

Thank You.

25.

Your mother can help ah?

Are you sure your mother can help me?

26.

Until ah she cannot tahanah, she confirm pick up.

Until she cannot stand, and she will pick up.
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No.

Expression in SCE

The interpretation in Standard English

27.

Shit, my girlfriend kena potong jalan already ah.

Shit, my girlfriend has already leaved me.

28.

I think very easy ah, but it really happened to me.

I think it is very easy, but now it really happened to me.

29.

Now ah, I suggest you to go to the toilet and OC.

Now, I suggest you to go to the toilet and OC.

30.

If not, anything happened ah, you cannot go OCS.

If anything happened, you will not be able to go OCS.

31.

Hey lobang, I asked you ah, why I do sentry?

Hey Lobang, I am asking you, why I become the sentry?

32.

You stay ah I go.

You stay I will go.

33.

I haven‟t step in the room only all of you in position already ah?

I have not stepped in the room, but all of you have already in your
position.

34.

Wah, showtime ah?

Wow, is it ShowTime?

35.

Bloody hell ah all your bedsheets blankets all over the place.

Hell, all of your bed sheet and blankets are hanging everywhere.

36.

Like your grandmother‟s house ah?

Do you think it is you grandmother house?

37.

Wah, no wonder you‟re so kanciong ah.

Wow, no wonder you are so worried.

38.

Confirm go to bed ah.

They will go to bed soon.

39.

Hey guys, leave him alone ah.

Hey guys, just leave him alone.

40.

I don‟t know, from here ah I throw ...

I do not know, from here I throw to ...

41.

Hey Hey, you die already still can talk so much ah?

Hey, you have already died how you can talk that much.

42.

IC die already ah, where‟s the 2 IC?

The IC 1 have already died, where is the IC 2?
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No.
43.

Expression in SCE
Nah, very good ah, you know how to use claymore ah.

The interpretation in Standard English
Very good, you know how to use the claymore.
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TABLE OF THE INTERPRETATION OF DISCOURSE PARTICLE ‘LAH’
IN AH BOYS TO MEN 1

No.

Expression in SCE

The interpretation in Standard English

1.

Cannot lah. He go to jail already.

Of course, we cannot do that, he has already jailed.

2.

I‟m the lady who carry the baby in the market lah.

I was a woman who carried a baby in the market.

3.

No lah platoon sergeant

Of course no, Platoon Sergeant.

4.

No lah sergeant

Of course no, Sergeant.

5.

Eh, of course, army bigger lah, in the army ah, if this cannot, that
cannot, tan tan they go by left.

Of course, Army is bigger, because in the army if you cannot do
this or that, they will give you another thing to do.

6.

They can do many thing lah, but they cannot do anything.

7.

For example ah, excuse leg, hand no excuse, you can lah.

For example, if you got the leg injury, you still can do the exercise
with your hand.

8.

Hand excuse, leg no excuse you do like lah.

If you got hand injury, of course you still have to do the exercise
with your leg.

9.

Weapon presentation lah

Of course, weapon presentation.

10.

Don‟t need to send me to the hospital lah. Just a few days to rest at Do not send me to the hospital, just give me few days to rest at
home and I‟ll be okay.
home and I will be okay.
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TABLE OF THE INTERPRETATION OF DISCOURSE PARTICLE ‘LAH’
IN AH BOYS TO MEN 2

No.

Expression in SCE

The interpretation in Standard English

1.

Don‟t say this lah

Please do not say this.

2.

It‟s not like that lah ismail.

Of course, it‟s not like that Ismail.

3.

relax lah guys

Please relax guys

4.

Pa drink a bit lah

Pa, drink a bit

5.

It‟s a Sunday night lah ah.

It is a Sunday night.

6.

They won‟t be so free to come on a Sunday night lah.

They are not free to come on a Sunday night.

7.

Coffee lah.

Coffee.

8.

Chongmak is a kind of punishment, but on the record lah its not a
punishment.

Being marked is a punishment, but actually in the record, it is not
a punishment.

9.

Never mind, we do lah we do lah.

Never mind, we will do it.

10.

Hey IP Man, steady lah

11.

Not sentry lah, recce platoon more cool.

Don‟t choose me as a sentry, I think recee platoon is cooler.

12.

Wah section two so garang lah today.

Wow, section two is so on the ball today.

13.

No lah Sergeant.

Of course no Sergeant.
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14.

No lah

Of course no.

15.

Sweet your head lah, where‟s the magazine?

How could it be sweet, where is the magazine?

16.

Stop it lah

Please stop it.

17.

Of course no Sir, I told to the section IC that I have stomachache.

18.

No lah sir, I was just telling the section IC that my stomach in
pain
No lah sir, but the army never teach us the use of toilet for signal.

19.

Then you must hold lah

Then, you have to hold it.

Of course no Sir, but the Army have no toilet signal.
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OBSERVATION CHECKLIST OF THE TYPE AND FUNCTION OF DISCOURSE PARTICLE ‘AH’
IN AH BOYS TO MEN 1

Function

Type
No

Expression in SCE

Perlocutionary
Vocative
IN

1.
2.

D

Amy: Comeback, it‟s very dangerous!
Ken: Never mind ah, everyone can come and see how
childish I am.
Ken‟s mother: Later ah when we go inside ya, don‟t say
anything.

Emphatic

QM

AC

U-F

IM







Doctor: Is you son still alive?
3.

4.

5.

Ken‟s mother: Of course he is alive. He is just sick today
ah.



Ken‟s mother: They tell me,” Oh, go to Orchid road ah,
very high class the doctor, especially the amo one.
Ken‟s mother: Ei, early know ah (1) I listen to them go
to Toh Payoh lorong dunno what, they say I write ah(2),
he sign.







 (2)

 (1)

 (1)
(2)

The doctor very good you know.
6.

Storeman: Mrs. Jin ah, I think you need to bring him for
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Function

Type
No

Expression in SCE

Perlocutionary
Vocative
IN

D

Emphatic

QM

AC

U-F

IM

the hair cut first.
Mrs. Jin: Ah, you are right!
Ken‟s mother: oh, my case is a very small case only.
You see ah (1),
7.

 (1)

(1&2)

 (2)

I have this big plan, and this I have to send my son ah
(2), overseas to study with his girlfriend.
8.

Ken‟s mother: And then ah, they will come back with
the certificate right.





9.

Ken‟s mother: You see ah, whatever the government
like, I also like.





10.

Ken‟s mother: But now, I have this small problem ah.



11.

Ken‟s mother: You see ah (1), my son Ken ah (2), he is
going to NS ah (3), in 2 weeks time.

 (3)

12.

Ken‟s mother: Which means ah (1), he is going to serve
NS for 2 years, go university for 3 years. Which means
ah (2) earlier I get my grand son is how long?

 (1 &2)

13.

Ken‟s mother: You always say ah Singaporeans marry
very late.





14.

Mr. Ong: What is the problem?






 (1 &2)


(1,2,3)

(1 &2)
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Type
No

Expression in SCE

Perlocutionary
Vocative
IN

D

Emphatic

QM

AC

U-F

IM

Ken‟s mother: NS. But,but, don‟t worry ah, I‟m the
calm, very reasonable type of Singaporean hah.
Mr. Ong: No worries Mrs. Chow, I‟ll help you to write a
letter for MINDEF.
15.

Ken‟s mother: See Ken, mommy told you what hah, you
talk to this guy, good MP ah. As long as our request is
reasonable, he would be very understanding and help us
one.

16.

Ken‟s mother: Okay, so since we are like that already
ah, no choice, we listen to your uncle.
Ken‟s mother: Waa, so big ah,








17.




like hotel resort like that hah.
18.

Ken‟s mother: The two of you crazy is it hah, so many
boys sleeping here you wanna sleep will all of them ah?

19.

Ken‟s mother: Ken ah (1), listen to mommy ah (2).

20.

Sergeant Ong: And Every step along the way, I will be
there to take care of all of you. Just like your mother ah.
Sergeant Ong: Wah, why there is many things in your
bed ah?

21.




(
2)

(1)

 (1)




 (2)
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No
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Perlocutionary
Vocative
IN

22.
23.

Sergeant Ong: Opening previous shop ah?

Sergeant Ong: What‟s your question?
Ken: Nothing.
Sergeant Ong : So fast give up already ah.

25.

Sergeant Ong: Eh ken, what is this ah?
Ken: This is a shaver

26.

27.
28.

Sergeant Ong: So, you want to get your maid a call and
ask your maid carry on 20 for you?
Ken: I think now is not a good time ah, because she is
still cooking dinner.
Sergeant Ong: Of course you carry on 20 for her ah not
me ah!

Emphatic

QM

AC

U-F

IM



Lobang : no lah platoon sergeant
Lobang : no lah platoon sergeant. (speak in Mandarin)
Sergeant Ong: Wah, first day, PR already ah.

24.

D
















Sergeant Ong: Ah, Aloysius. Looking good ah looking
good?











Lobang : exaggerating for what?
29.

Ken: Yah, he is right. My uncle tell me ah, last time
army is very shioman.
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Perlocutionary
Vocative
IN

D

Emphatic

QM

AC

U-F

IM

30.

Ken: But now, everyone says we are very lucky. To be
honest ah, I don‟t know how is this consider lucky.





31.

Tan: yes you know lah, army bigger or mommy bigger.
All: laugh
Lobang: Eh, of course army bigger lah, in the army ah,
if this cannot, that cannot, tan tan they go by left.





32.

Muthu: hah? Like what?
Lobang : For example ah, excuse leg, hand no excuse,
you can lah.





33.

Ken: I have heart sick. And I‟m just wondering if you
will give me few days of MC. Medical man 2: Heart
sick ah?

34.

Hey, dreaming ah?





35.

Lobnag: Girlfriend problem ah?





36.

Ismail: Ken, actually ah (1), the army purposely provide
this program because during the real war time ah (2) if
our girlfriend kena kill ah (3), you know how manage
the pain controul our tears continue fighting.

37.

Ismail: Because you may lose your girlfriend, but you
must never lose your country.



 (1)
 (3)
 (2)





(1,2,3)
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Type
No

Expression in SCE

Perlocutionary
Vocative
IN

D

Emphatic

QM

AC

U-F

IM

All: Steady ah
38.

Aloysius: this is why I do not wanna envolve in the
BGR. It‟s such waste of time
Ken: What you try to say for me ah?

39.

Sam : hey bro, your muzzle leh.
Ken: oh shit! Eh you see my muzzle ah?

40.

41.







Tan:eh I think sergeat heng take eh (mandarin).
Ken: shit! Lobang, you sell muzzle ah?
Ken: sergeant, actually, recently my girlfriend broke up
with me that‟s why I can‟t focus during training.
Sergeant Ong: is it? Eh, you know ah, Last time during
my BMT my girlfriend also break up at me.

42.

Sergeant Ong: are you also thinking I should give you
off to settle your girlfriend?
Ken: yes sergeant
Sergeant Ong: bloody hell recruit ken. Already make
mistake sure come and look for miracle. You are in the
wrong, still, dere to daydream ah?

43.

Ken: I got confined ah.

44.

Lobang : Confinement ah?

45.

Ken: I hate army ah. I hate PS.
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Function

Type
No

Expression in SCE

Perlocutionary
Vocative
IN

46.

47.

48.

Ken : why don‟t I just heck leh, why don‟t I just get out
of tekong. What can you do to me ah?
Ken: Lobang! You‟re trained in Sim Lim Square right?
Your ideas are out of the box. Please, can you please
help me?
Lobang: Hey buddy, challenge me ah?
IP Man: Let me tell you, next time ah, got the other guys
pick up right they become karung guni because ah it
used before already what.
TOTAL

IN

= Interrogative

D

= Declarative

IM

= Imperative

QM

= Question Marker

AC

= Audible Comma Particle

U-F

= Utterance-Final Particle

D

Emphatic

QM

AC










10

U-F

IM

13

3

2

22


4

33

23
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OBSERVATION CHECKLIST OF THE TYPE AND FUNCTION OF DISCOURSE PARTICLE ‘AH’
IN AH BOYS TO MEN 2

Function

Type
No

Expression in SCE

Perlocutionary
Vocative
IN

1.

2.
3.

4.

Sergeant Ong: You really smell like shit ah. How often
you wash your uniform?
Cheng : I bring back and my mother wash platoon
sergeant
Sergeant Ong: I can‟t believe ah all of you very make
me do all your mother‟s job.
Sergeant Ong: What do you think you all should do?
Ken: 20 push ups platoon sergeant
Sergeant Ong: 20 how to train your arm ups?
Aloysius: 100 push ups platoon sergeant
Sergeant Ong: Ah, all of you heard ah? Is your dear
section mate say what, not I say what.
Aloysius: I really don‟t know anything what.
Ismail : You don‟t know what happened. Eh everybody
know your pattrend ah.

D

Emphatic

QM

AC

U-F

IM

















5.

Ismail: You bunk ah the commanders so you can go to
OCS right?





6.

Lobang: (mandarin)
Ken: After today‟s 2.4 ah, I just feel my stamina sucks.
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Function

Type
No

Expression in SCE

Perlocutionary
Vocative
IN

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Ken: After today‟s 2,4 ah, I just feel my stamina sucks. I
think it‟s because of smoking.
IP Man : So you are like Wayang King ah, blaming
cigarette.
Lobang: how can‟t you say such thing in lack unity.
Ken: Eh, I only hope everyone does well in PT. How
does it consider lacking unity? If you stop smoking ah,
our stamina get better, our PT result get better, all can be
best recruit together.
Muthu: Hey Meng, I ask you ah.
Muthu: I heard last time there‟s no night training in
Pulau Tekong. Why ah?
Tan: You don‟t know meh? Got “dirty things”
Muthu: “Dirty Things”? Do area cleaning ah?
Aloysius: How can you all do this to me? Who put stone
in my bag? Who?
Ken: Hey, who did it ah?

13.

Tan
: Eh maybe other section do what eh. Whole
platoon don‟t like you, don‟t tell me you don‟t know ah.

14.

IP man : Good evening Sir
All: laugh
Ismail: Hey, old trick already ah. All the commanders
bloody idle what. They won‟t be so free to come on a

D

Emphatic

QM

AC





U-F

IM
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D

Emphatic

QM

AC

U-F

IM

Sunday night lah. They won‟t come back haha.
15.

Ismail:Wah, your acting so good ah.

16.

Ismail: You think you stand still then I will believe that
they‟re standing behind me ah?
Ismail: Okay, for your sake I‟ll turn ah and take a look.

17.
18.

19.

Don‟t take it to heart Sergeant Ong. You not stupid
Sergeant Ong. I stupid I stupid.
Sergeant Ong : So, is you stupid not I stupid ah?














Lobang : what platoon sergeant say?
Ismail: very stranger. Instead of giving me punishment
ah, he give me coffee.





20.

Ismail: Then after I drink the coffee finish ah, he said
“why you finish you coffee?





21.

Lobang : I know, you chongmak already.
Ismail: what is chongmak?
Chongmak ah is a kind of punishment





22.

Lobang: Actually it is a punishment, but they say ah, it‟s
not a punishment.





23.

Lobang: So ah, chongmakah is the most salah
punishment in the army.

 (1&2)
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No
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Perlocutionary
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IN

24.
25.

26.

27.

28.
29.

30.

D

Sergeant Ong: I need one volunteer. Okay Ismail, you
are the volunteer. Very good, I like. Thank You ah.
Aloysius: buddy, I‟ll get my mom to go to you
girlfriend‟s place and talk to her alright.
Your mother can help ah?
Aloysius: Sure, she is very free.
Ken: I‟ve got a good idea. Why don‟t the whole section
call her like the GPMP? Until ah she cannot tahan ah,
she confirm pick up.
Ken: IP man, not bad ah 12 out of 12. Marksman eh
IP Man : because I imagine that bastard is my target. I
really want to kill him.Shit, my girlfriend kena potong
jalan already ah.
IP Man : I always told you to look at the bright side of
life. I think very easy ah, but it really happened to me.

QM

AC

U-F



















Aloysius: In order not to get all of us into trouble, I
suggest you throw your IPAD into the sea now! The
sergeants could come anytime.
Lobang : Now, I suggest everyone here to throw you
into the sea. Now ah, I suggest you to go to the toilet
and OC!
Lobang: If not, anything happened ah, you cannot go
OCS.

Emphatic

IM
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31.

32.
33.

34.

35.

Lobang : Hey muthu, you become sentry.
Muthu: Hey lobang, I asked you ah, why I do sentry?
Lobang : Okay okay you don‟t do. Foreign talent you
do!
Muthu: hey, you stay there okay, you don‟t potong jalan
my job You stay ah I go!
Sergeant Ong: Wah section two so garang lah today. I
haven‟t step in the room only all of you in position
already ah? Hey, you, going for date is it? You‟re
suppose to be in your army you know right?
IP man : yes platoon sergeant!
Lobang : Nothing
Sergeant Ong: Nothing then how come your bed look
like gelang like that? And you! showtime ah?
Ken: No platoon sergeant.
Sergeant Ong: Bloody hell ah all your bedsheets
blankets all over the place.

36.

Sergeant Ong: Like your grandmother‟s house ah?

37.

Sergeant Heng: Sergeant Ong, I found it.
Sergeant Ong: Wah, no wonder you‟re so kanciong ah.
Ken: Just focus on training. Everything will be okay.
IP man : you saw the bastard did to me? How to keep
quiet? He kissed my girlfriend and show the whole
world. And you didn‟t know what he go to do next what.

38.

D

Emphatic

QM

AC

U-F

IM
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39.
40.
41.

42.
43.

Confirm go to bed ah.
Ken: hey guys, leave him alone ah. Wayang just buy
anything that‟s convenient for you. Don‟t worry about it.
Ken: Sweet your head lah, where‟s the magazine?
I don‟t know, from here ah I throw ...
Aloysius : Section 2 IC all the men throw grenade. Kill
all the enemy. Kill! Kill!
Assessor : Hey Hey, you die already still can talk so
much ah?

Emphatic

QM

AC

U-F

IM










Assessor : Die properly lie down lie down.IC die already
ah, where‟s the 2 IC?
Assessor : Nah, very good ah (1), you know how to use
claymore ah (2).
TOTAL

D





(1&2
)
9

18


(1&2
)
4

0

12

IN

= Interrogative

AC

= Audible Comma Particle

D

= Declarative

U-F

= Utterance-Final Particle

IM

= Imperative

QM

= Question Marker

3

20

24
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Appendix H. Observation Checklist of The Type of Discourse Particle lah in Ah Boys to Men 1

OBSERVATION CHECKLIST OF THE TYPE AND FUNCTION OF DISCOURSE PARTICLE ‘LAH’
IN AH BOYS TO MEN 1
Type
No.

Impositional
1.

2.

Ken‟s mother: Ei, early know ah I listen to them go to Toa Payoh
lorong dunno what, they say I right ah, he sign ah. The doctor very
good you know.
Ken: And then, we go now.
Ken‟s mother: Cannot lah. He go to jail already.

Proporsitional

Persuasive

AC

U-F









Mr. Ong: Hello. Have a seat.
Ken‟s mother: You remember me? I‟m the lady who carry the baby
in the market lah.

3.

Function

Expression

Sergeant Ong: Wow, why there os many things in your bed ah?
Opening Previous shop ah?









Lobang: No lah platoon sergeant
4.

Sergeant Ong: First day PR already ah?
Lobang: No lah sergeant

5.

Tan: yes you know lah, army bigger or mommy bigger.
All: laugh
Lobang : Eh, of course, army bigger lah. In the army ah, if this
cannot, that cannot, tan tan they go by left.
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Type
No.

Function

Expression
Impositional

Proporsitional

Persuasive

AC

U-F

6.

Lobang: They can do many thing lah, but they cannot do anything.



7.

Muthu: hah? Like what?
Lobang : For example ah, excuse leg, hand no excuse, you can lah.
Lobang: Hand excuse, leg no excuse you do like lah.









8.
9.

10.

Muthu: You know, tonight is our wedding night.
Ken: Wedding night?
Tan: Weapon presentation lah.
Ken: I have heartsick. And I‟m just wondering if you will give me
few days of MC. Don‟t need to send me to the hospital lah. Just a
few days to rest at home and I‟ll be okay.
TOTAL

AC

= Audible Comma Particle

U-F

= Utterance-Final Particle








2

5

3


1

9
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Appendix I. Observation Checklist of The Type of Discourse Particle lah in Ah Boys to Men 2
OBSERVATION CHECKLIST OF THE TYPE AND FUNCTION OF DISCOURSE PARTICLE ‘LAH’

IN AH BOYS TO MEN 2
Type
No.

Impositional
1.

Function

Expression
Lobang: (in mandarin) Buddy, you fall in so early. Shocking! How
could you slap Wayang King in the face, then he could not show off?

Proporsitional

Persuasive

AC

U-F






Ken: Don‟t say this lah
2.



Ismail: You don‟t know what happened? Eh, everybody know your
pattern ah. You bunk ah the commanders so you can go to OCS
right? Please ah.



Aloysius: It‟s not like that lah Ismail.
3.

Muthu: Hey guys no point ah to fight this kind of people or we get
charged.





Tan: Relax lah guys
4.

Ken‟s sister: Pa drink a bit lah.



5.

Ismail: Hey, old trick already ah. It‟s a Sunday night lah ah. All the
commanders bloody idle what.



6.

Ismail: They won‟t be so free to come on a Sunday night lah.



7.

Lobang: What platoon sergeant say?
Ismail: Very stranger. Instead of giving me punishment ah, he give
me coffee.
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Type
No.

Impositional

8.

9.

10.

Function

Expression
Proporsitional

Lobang: Cofin?
Ismail: Coffee lah.
Ismail: what is chongmak?
Lobang: Chongmak is a kind of punishment, but on the record lah its
not a punishment.
Ken: I‟ve got a good idea. Why don‟t the whole section call her like
the GPMP? Until ah she cannot tahan ah she confirm pick up.
Lemme call first.
Tan: Never mind, we do lah we do lah.
IP Man: I realize I love her a lot. I even want to give her my virgin.
My virginity.



Persuasive

AC

U-F








Lobang: Hey IP Man, steady lah. Let me tell you what my father
taught me.
11.

Ismail: Hey, I also go. Not sentry lah, recce platoon more cool.



12.

Sergeant Ong: Wah section two so garang lah today. I haven‟t step
in the room only all of you in position already ah?



13.

Sergeant Ong: Is this your grandmother house is it?
Lobang: No lah Sergeant.
Sergeant Ong: Come in! Why? Worried right?

14.












Lobang: No lah
15.

Lobang: (in mandarin) Aloysius it‟s my fault this time. But this time,
you are steady cool, sweet.
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Type
No.

Function

Expression
Impositional

Proporsitional

Persuasive

AC

U-F

Ken: Sweet your head lah. Where‟s the magazine?
16.



Lobang: (in mandarin) it‟s up on the tree branch. If Olympic has this
event, I‟ll sure win.



Ken: Stop it lah
17.

18.

19.

Assessor: Recruit, what are you doing?
IP Man: Yes sir. No lah sir, I was just telling the section IC that my
stomach in pain
Assessor: (speak in mandarin)
IP Man: No lah sir, but the army never teach us the use of toilet for
signal.
Assessor: Are you more scared of the enemy or you more scared of
shit come out?
IP Man: Enemy sir.
Assessor: Then you must hold lah
TOTAL

AC

= Audible Comma Particle

U-F

= Utterance-Final Particle










8

6

6


4

15
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